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3 Safety celebrations

Engineering and Purchasing groups
celebrate no lost-time milestones
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Company
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low pressure
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Poughkeepsie

5 Book donations
Employees
donate
hundreds
of books to
United Way

program
5 Recycling
Recycle water bottles to raise
money for the United Way

Transformer training
highlights technical
aspects of equipment
Goal to improve
understanding,
decision making

I

n collaboration with the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Power and Energy Society, Central Hudson hosted a two-day training seminar on
the technical aspects of transformers.
The course, which occurred in the
South Road auditorium on Nov. 16 and
17, focused on the electrical and mechan-

ical design of transformers, the manufacturing process, various inspections,
installation, on-site testing, technical
specifications and more.
“The goal of this training was to provide a large group of employees with a
deeper understanding of transformers so
they are better able to make decisions in
the future,” said Engineer - Section Leader
Brett Arteta, who organized the event as
the Treasurer of the Mid-Hudson Section
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Ronnie Minhaz, president of Transformer Consulting Services Inc., conducted a twoday training seminar on the technical aspects of transformers on Nov. 16 and 17.
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of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the acting chair
of the Power and Energy Society (PES).
“As engineers, we are naturally drawn to
the technical aspects of our equipment.
We want to understand the design of this
technology and how it works. This class
provided employees with information
that they wouldn’t have otherwise learned
in their current job responsibilities.”
The IEEE PES is required to host at
least two training seminars each year. This
course was conducted by Ronnie Minhaz,
the president of Transformer Consulting
Services Inc., who was recommended by
the Section Chair of the Mid-Hudson Section of the IEEE.
The audience consisted of 50 employees with varying experience and knowledge of transformers. Minhaz said his
goal was to enlighten the crowd so they
have a better understanding of the technology and industry. He wants employees
to question why things are built or operate
in certain ways so they are able to make
decisions that are best for a particular sit-

As engineers, we are naturally
drawn to the technical aspects
of our equipment. We want to
understand the design of this
technology and how it works.
BRETT ARTETA

ENGINEER - SECTION LEADER

uation.
“I was impressed by the employees
of Central Hudson because they all had
a keen interest in learning new things
and expanding on their existing knowledge,” Minhaz said. “I hope the attendees
learned the importance of fundamentals
and are now able to approach problems
using those fundamentals.
“My goals were to enlighten the attendees to ask questions and be curious
to know why certain things were done in
certain ways in the field of engineering instead of taking them for granted,” he con-

tinued.
Several attendees said they were impressed by Minhaz’s ability to keep the
technical material interesting, maintain
audience engagement and cover a wide
range of information.
“Ronnie was captivating,” said Assistant Engineer Adam Podpora. “He stands
out from other presenters that attempt to
cover such technical material.”
Other employees credited the course
for providing a broader understanding of
how transformers are built and their connection to other parts of the electric distribution system.
“It was great to be able to focus on a
technical topic and learn about the many
facets of designing and procuring these
critical components on the electric grid,”
said Director of Electric Distribution and
Standards Heather Adams.
“This seminar provided insight into
substation transformer manufacturer design considerations,” added Senior Engineer Rich Wright. “This better understanding may result in some changes to
the way Central Hudson specifies these
transformers.”

In

memoriam
Joan Harden

Harden, who retired March 1, 1993,
passed away Sept. 24.
Harden started her nearly 20-year
career as a Key Punch Operator in
Training on Jan. 14, 1974. She was promoted to Key Punch Operator B on Oct.
27, 1974.
Nearly a decade later, Harden became a Data Entry Operator B on March
1, 1983. She retired from that position
10 years later.
Harden is survived by her children,
Patricia and Steven. In lieu of flowers,
the family requests donations to be sent
to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
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Ladislaus Tomaszewski

Tomaszewski, who retired Oct. 1,
1982, passed away Oct. 23.
Tomaszewski’s 30-year career began
as a Tester Trainee on April 14, 1952.
He was promoted to Tester 3/C in two
months and then Switchboard Operator
3/C in 1954. He became a Switchboard
Operator 1/C on April 3, 1955.
In 1959, Tomaszewski transferred
to Electrician 3/C. He was promoted to
Electrician 2/C in 1962 and then Electrician 1/C in 1964. He retired from that
position nearly 20 years later. He is survived by his sons, Robert and Richard.
Condolences may be sent to Joseph V.
Leahy Funeral Home in Kingston.

Deforest Shaver

Shaver, who retired April 1, 1993,
passed away Nov. 8.
Shaver launched his nearly 40-year
career as a Groundman on April 23,
1956. He was promoted to Commercial
Representative 4/C on June 8, 1959.
He became a Commercial Representative 3/C in 1960 and then transferred to Estimator 3/C on March 3,
1968. Shaver was promoted to Estimator 2/C in 1968 and then Estimator 1/C
on June 11, 1972. He retired from that
position. Shaver is survived by his wife,
Martha. More information on sending
condolences was not available when this
issue of NewsCentral went to press.
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